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ABSTRACT  

To guarantee a long lifetime of perovskite-based photovoltaics, the selected materials need to 

survive relatively high temperature stress during the solar cell operation. Highly efficient n-i-p 

perovskite solar cells (PSCs) often degrade at high operational temperatures due to morphological 

instability of the hole transport material 2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis (N, N-di-p-methoxyphenyl-amine)9,9’-

spirobifluorene (Spiro-OMeTAD). We discovered that the detrimental large domain spiro-

OMeTAD crystallization is caused by the simultaneous presence of tert-butylpyridine (tBP) 

additive and gold (Au) as capping layer. Based on this discovery and our understanding, we 

demonstrated facile strategies that successfully stabilize the amorphous phase of spiro-OMeTAD 

film. As a result, the thermal stability of n-i-p PSCs is largely improved. After the spiro-OMeTAD 

films in the PSCs were stressed for 1032 hours at 85 °C in darkness in nitrogen environment, 

reference PSCs retained only 22% of their initial average power conversion efficiency (PCE), 

while the best target PSCs retained 85% relative average PCE. Our work suggests facile ways to 

realize efficient and thermally stable spiro-OMeTAD containing n-i-p PSCs.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Thin film solar cells based on halide perovskite have reached efficiencies above 25%1, quickly 

catching up with the most advanced silicon-based solar cell efficiencies. This makes perovskite 

photovoltaics (PV) a potentially strong player in future PV markets. Certainly, one of the 

preconditions for commercialization of a PV technology is its performance stability. During the 

lifetime of PV panels, they are expected to perform well despite various stresses, including 

temperature, illumination, and atmospheric components, such as oxygen and moisture. While the 

effect of atmospheric components can be significantly mitigated by encapsulation2–4, temperature 

and illumination are intrinsically imposed on solar cells. When a perovskite solar cell (PSC) is 

exposed to high atmospheric temperature and strong irradiance, its temperature can easily reach 

60 °C5. Not to mention, the temperature of an insulated building-integrated PV panel can exceed 

90 °C6. Thus, it is necessary to develop stable solar cell stacks that can withstand this high 

temperature. 

Nowadays, the most efficient PSCs are realized using n-i-p configuration with amorphous 

2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenyl-amine)9,9’-spirobifluorene (spiro-OMeTAD) as hole 

transport layer in combination with gold (Au) contact, which delivers outstanding power 

conversion efficiency (PCE) over 23%7–10. However, these PSCs are not stable at high 

temperatures due to the morphology instability of spiro-OMeTAD films11–13. Usually, spiro-

OMeTAD solution is coated onto perovskite layer and fast dried, resulting in a smooth amorphous 

film. Other than spiro-OMeTAD molecules themselves, the presence of additional molecules is 

required to enhance the hole transporting capability and conductivity of the film. The prevalent 

practice is to use the combination of lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (Li-TFSI) and 

tert-butylpyridine (tBP). Li-TFSI oxidizes spiro-OMeTAD into Spiro-OMeTAD+, which acts as 
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the acceptor, facilitating hole transport14, thus increasing electrical mobility and conductivity of 

the spiro-OMeTAD film15,16. tBP molecules are used to increase the solubility of Li-TFSI in spiro-

OMeTAD molecules matrix17. Malinauskas et al.12 pointed out the low glass transition temperature 

(Tg) molecules tBP act as plasticizers in the amorphous spiro-OMeTAD films. As a result, the 

spiro-OMeTAD films crystalize at lower temperature, decreasing their morphological stability. On 

the other hand, depositing a metal like silver (Ag) on top of amorphous spiro-OMeTAD also 

facilitates its crystallization12, yet the mechanism behind this phenomena is still not fully 

understood. Increasing the Tg of spiro-OMeTAD films is an obvious way to prevent the spiro-

OMeTAD crystallization. Malinauskas et al.12 tried to increase the Tg of the films by using 

modified spiro-OMeTAD molecules, i.e. using spiro-OMeTAD molecules with ligands. Zhang et 

al.18 also improved the morphology stability of spiro-OMeTAD films by replacing Li-TFSI and 

tBP additives with TBATFSI or TBAPF6 to get rid of the low Tg tBP molecules. Ren et al.19 mixed 

high Tg polymer poly(9-vinylcarbazole) (PVK) with oxidized spiro-OMeTAD, increasing the Tg 

of spiro-OMeTAD film by 28 °C thus stabilizing its morphology. Apart from increasing the Tg of 

the spiro-OMeTAD films, some researchers attempted to directly deposit crystalline spiro-

OMeTAD so that the PSCs do not suffer from the phase transition of spiro-OMeTAD films. 

Barranco20 et al. sublimated dopant-free crystalline spiro-OMeTAD onto perovskite, leading to 

better PSC thermal stability. However, the PSCs containing sublimated crystalline spiro-OMeTAD 

were not yet able to reach high PCEs as those containing solution processed spiro-OMeTAD. 

Despite all these precedent work, facile ways to improve the morphology stability of spiro-

OMeTAD films are still desired. Here in this work, we first analyzed the causes for the unfavorable 

large domain spiro-OMeTAD crystallization. We discovered the spiro-OMeTAD crystallization is 

caused by the simultaneous presence of tBP and Au capping layer. According to this discovery 
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and our understanding, facile methods were demonstrated to successfully stabilize the amorphous 

phase of spiro-OMeTAD, leading to largely improved PSC thermal stability.   

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

2.1. Causes for spiro-OMeTAD film crystallization.  

Our analysis involved 48 n-i-p PSCs with the structure of glass/150 nm indium tin oxide 

(ITO)/20 nm SnO2/3 nm phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM)/450 nm 

perovskite/250 nm spiro-OMeTAD/80 nm Au. With 24 PSCs the spiro-OMeTAD films contain 

both Li-TFSI and tBP, while those in the rest 24 PSCs contain only Li-TFSI. These PSCs were 

stressed at test standard temperature of 85 °C21 in darkness in nitrogen environment for 1032 hours. 

Current density-voltage (JV) measurements were performed every 6 to 8 days to track their 

performance. As can be seen from Figure 1 (a), though the PSCs with only Li-TFSI have relatively 

low initial efficiency of about 10%, they are stable through the 1032 hours of thermal stressing. In 

contrast, the PSCs with both Li-TFSI and tBP show drastic decrease in average efficiency from 

15% to lower than 3% already within the first 200 hours of thermal stressing. The decrease in 

efficiency is mainly attributed to the decrease in short circuit current density (Jsc) and fill factor 

(FF), as shown in Figure S1 and the red JV curve in Figure 2. After the thermal stressing, part of 

the Au electrode is removed and the morphology of the underlying spiro-OMeTAD film was 

examined using polarized optical microscope (POM) and scanning electron microscope (SEM). 

The POM images in Figure 1 (b and c) show that the spiro-OMeTAD film with solely Li-TFSI 

remained amorphous, while the one with both Li-TFSI and tBP crystallized at the area capped by 

Au. The top-view and cross-section view SEM images in Figure 1 (b1 and b2) reveal that although 

some aggregates22 and holes11 were present on top and in the spiro-OMeTAD film with only Li-

TFSI, the film remained continuous. In contrast, empty trenches of several micrometers were 
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created in the crystallized spiro-OMeTAD film as shown in Figure 1 (c1 and c2). From these 

results, it can be readily concluded that the presence of tBP is essential for the occurrence of large 

domain spiro-OMeTAD film crystallization. Interestingly, Figure 1 (c, c3 and c4) reveal that the 

uncapped spiro-OMeTAD mostly stays amorphous and smooth. Only a few small crystals are 

present in this area, which are labeled by yellow circles in Figure 1 (c). The SEM images in Figure 

S2 reveal that these small crystals are up to about 10 μm large. They ceased growing because a 

gap was generated between the amorphous and crystalline spiro-OMeTAD. Hence, by comparing 

the Au-capped spiro-OMeTAD and the uncapped Spiro-OMeTAD in Figure 1 (c, c1-c4), it can be 

deduced that Au-capped spiro-OMeTAD and uncapped spiro-OMeTAD can both crystalize, 

however, the presence of Au capping layer is essential for the occurrence of large domain spiro-

OMeTAD crystallization. Therefore, it can be concluded that the large domain spiro-OMeTAD 

crystallization and the resultant emergence of micrometer size trenches require the presence of 

both tBP and Au capping layer. 
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Figure 1. (a) Power conversion efficiency (PCE) evolvement of PSCs under 85 °C thermal stress. 

Each data point represents mean value of 12 PSCs on one substrate and the error bars indicate the 

standard deviation. (b, b1, b2) Top-view POM image, top-view SEM image and cross-section SEM 
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image of the stressed PSCs with only Li-TFSI additive. In (b), the area encircled by white dashed 

line was originally capped by Au. (c, c1, c2) Top-view POM image, top-view SEM image and 

cross-section SEM image of the stressed PSCs with both Li-TFSI and tBP. In (c), the area encircled 

by dashed line was originally capped by Au and small crystals in the uncapped area were labeled 

with yellow circles. (c3, c4) Top-view and cross-section SEM images of the uncapped area of the 

stressed PSCs with both Li-TFSI and tBP.  

2.2. Relation between spiro-OMeTAD crystallization and PSC performance decline 

In this section, we are showing the results of three experiments to reveal the relation between 

spiro-OMeTAD crystallization and deteriorated PSC performance.  

In the first experiment, to exclude the possibility that the PSC degradation is caused by 

perovskite instability under thermal stress, we fabricated a stack consisting of 

ITO/SnO2/PCBM/perovskite and stressed this stack at 85°C for 1000 hours. Afterwards, fresh 

spiro-OMeTAD and Au were deposited on this stressed stack. Their JV characteristics were 

compared with a freshly made PSC stack. As shown in Table S1, these two stacks show very 

similar PCE, Jsc, open-circuit voltage (Voc) and FF. This suggests the perovskite is stable at 85 °C 

and is not the main cause for PSC degradation.  

In the second experiment, we investigated whether the PSC degradation is caused by the contact 

between Au and perovskite through the trenches. We fabricated a reference PSC with device 

structure ITO/SnO2/PCBM/perovskite/Au. As shown in Figure S3, this reference PSC has a low 

Voc of 0.33 V. In contrast, the 85 °C stressed PSC has a much higher Voc of 0.96 V. It implies in 

this stressed PSC, Au was very likely not in contact with perovskite, just like the situation shown 

in Figure 1 (c2). We further removed the Au in the stressed PSC, and subsequently deposited fresh 

Au. As a result, PSC with fresh Au presents low Voc of 0.32 V, which is very similar to that of 
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the reference PSC. It suggests that part of fresh Au was directly deposited on perovskite through 

the trenches in the spiro-OMeTAD films. We can infer that if Au contacts perovskite through the 

trenches after the PSC is stressed at 85 °C, a huge reduction in Voc should be observed. However, 

after our 1032-hour stressing, Jsc and FF of stressed PSCs reduced drastically and Voc only 

declined slightly. Therefore, from this experiment we can conclude the PSC degradation at 85 °C 

is not caused by the contact between Au and perovskite.  

In the third experiment, we removed Au and spiro-OMeTAD film in stressed PSCs and deposited 

fresh spiro-OMeTAD and Au. The process is illustrated in the schematics in Figure 2. As a result, 

the low Jsc, FF and thus the PCE of the stressed PSC almost recovered to their initial values. This 

result proves that it is the crystallized spiro-OMeTAD film that causes the PSC performance 

decline. Here, we further investigated the reason behind the drastically decreased Jsc and FF in the 

stressed PSC. The series resistance (Rs) of the PSC before stressing calculated from JV curves in 

Figure 2 was 6.45 Ωcm2 and it increased to 66.30 Ωcm2 upon stressing. According to the numerical 

simulation outcome shown in Figure S4, increasing Rs from 6.45 Ωcm2 to 66.30 Ωcm2 does 

drastically reduce Jsc and FF, while the Voc remained unchanged. This is in good agreement with 

the experimental results in Figure 2. We think two factors related to the spiro-OMeTAD film cause 

this increase in Rs. First, the contact area between perovskite and hole transport layer was reduced 

due to the emerged trenches. According to the resistance equation R=ρl/A, where ρ, l and A are 

the resistivity, length and cross-section area of the material, the resistance of spiro-OMeTAD film 

will increase due to its cross-section area reduction. Second, the phase transition of spiro-

OMeTAD film from amorphous to crystalline could also change the resistivity of spiro-OMeTAD 

film as well as the contact resistance between spiro-OMeTAD film and its adjacent layers. These 

two factors together lead to the increased Rs.  
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Figure 2. The stack schematics and their corresponding J-V curves of a PSC before stressing 

(black), after being stressed at 85 °C (red) and after redepositing spiro-OMeTAD and Au (blue).  

Through these three experiments, we reach the conclusion that the drastic PCE decrease in 85 

°C stressed PSCs is not caused by the damage of the perovskite layer. The unaffected perovskite 

quality and the fact that Au capping layer stays above the trenches instead of contacting perovskite 

together lead to little change in Voc. It is the creation of trenches by large domain spiro-OMeTAD 

crystallization that increases the Rs of PSC stack, reducing Jsc, FF and thus PCE.  Yet, it is still 

not clear why the simultaneous presence of tBP and Au capping layer facilitates the large domain 

spiro-OMeTAD crystallization. In the following section, we will show our hypothesis about how 

tBP and Au capping layer influence spiro-OMeTAD crystallization in an 85 °C stressed PSC, and 

in this way the results in Figure 1 (c and c1-c4) will be explained. 

2.3. Hypothesis of the mechanism of spiro-OMeTAD film morphology change in PSCs 

As shown in the schematics in Figure 3 (a), in the beginning of 85 °C thermal stressing, due to 

the presence of large amount of tBP, the spiro-OMeTAD film is speculated to have a Tg lower 

than 85 °C. The speculation of spiro-OMeTAD Tg is discussed in Note S1 in the supporting 
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information. Therefore, such spiro-OMeTAD film with low Tg can easily crystallize at 85 °C. This 

explains the observed spiro-OMeTAD crystals at both Au capped area and uncapped area as shown 

in Figure 1 (c). As mentioned before, the large domain crystals of several millimeter range were 

only able to develop under the Au capping layer, while the crystals in the uncapped area were only 

up to about 10 µm. We conjecture that the following reasons lead to this phenomenon: at the 

uncapped area, the crystals grow not only laterally but also substantially rise above the amorphous 

surface23,24, as sketched in Figure 3 (b). As evidenced by the SEM and AFM images in Figure S2 

(a-d), the spiro-OMeTAD crystals rise several tens to 200 nm above the amorphous surface. 

Considering crystals are denser than its amorphous form25, the lateral-upward spiro-OMeTAD 

crystallization will lead to a strong volume contraction in the lateral direction, quickly leaving gaps 

between the crystalline and amorphous areas, which can be clearly seen in Figure S2 (e and f). 

Once the gap is formed, it becomes impossible for molecules from the amorphous area to diffuse 

to and integrate into the crystal. In other words, the crystal growth stops. At the same time, the tBP 

at the uncapped area quickly evaporates, increasing the film Tg to above 85 °C (Figure 3 (b)). As 

a result, the chance for new crystal formation is reduced in the uncapped area. Eventually, most 

uncapped area remains amorphous.  

At the Au-capped area, tBP also evaporate. However, the evaporation rate is slower than that in 

the uncapped area due to two possible reasons. Frist, the presence of the capping layer hinders the 

escape of tBP vapor. Second, pyridine is reported to adsorb on Au26,26–28. Thus, the presence of Au 

capping layer might further prevent the escape of tBP. As a result, the Tg of spiro-OMeTAD 

increases, but its increasing rate is slower than that of uncapped area (Figure 3 (b, c)). The remained 

low Tg (<85 °C) facilitates the spiro-OMeTAD crystallization. We exclude the possibility that the 

spiro-OMeTAD crystallization is caused by Au diffusion29,30 or its Coulomb screening effect31. 
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The reasoning can be found in Note S2, supporting information. Moreover, the tendency of spiro-

OMeTAD crystals to rise above the amorphous surface is suppressed due to the presence of the 

Au capping layer. Consequently, the crystallized film remains flat as shown in Figure 1 (c2). In 

the lateral direction, the volume contraction is not as strong as that at the uncapped area so that a 

gap will not form between amorphous and crystalline areas. For this reason, the crystal can 

continuously grow as sketched in Figure 3 (b-d). In the end, when the crystal grows till the border 

between Au-capped and uncapped areas, the growth stops due to the higher film Tg at the uncapped 

area as shown in Figure 3 (d). 

 

Figure 3. (a-d) Schematics showing the hypothesis of the mechanism of spiro-OMeTAD film 

morphology evolvement in PSCs during 1032-hour 85 °C thermal stressing.  

2.4. Strategies to stabilize amorphous state of spiro-OMeTAD film. 

According to our analysis and hypothesis, we hereby propose three strategies to hinder spiro-

OMeTAD crystallization. The first strategy is to prevent the direct contact between Au and spiro-

OMeTAD by inserting an extra layer. Hereby, MoOx was applied, as it has been reported to work 

as an interlayer between spiro-OMeTAD and metal contact without affecting the PSC 

performance32,33. The second strategy is to reduce residual tBP via preheating bare spiro-OMeTAD 

film before subsequent layer deposition. Bailie et al. proved tBP evaporates at 85 °C from spiro-

OMeTAD films34. And according to Malinauskas et al.12, after being heated at 100 °C in argon 

environment for one week, the Tg of a 3 µm spiro-OMeTAD film with Li-TFSI and tBP increases 
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from 72 °C to 110 °C, and in another week the Tg reached 119 °C. Here in our work, as a proof-

of-concept test, we chose to preheat the 250 nm spiro-OMeTAD film in stack at 85 °C for 13 days 

(312 hours) to reduce the tBP content in spiro-OMeTAD film, targeting to increase its Tg. This 

preheating condition certainly can be further optimized. In Note S3, corroborated by experimental 

data shown in Figure S6 and S7, we proposed routes to reduce the preheating duration to make the 

preheating process more practical. Finally, the third strategy is the combination of the previous 

two strategies. Thus, four types of PSCs were prepared and their performance under 85 °C stress 

was tracked through JV measurements. The first type is the reference PSCs with fresh spiro-

OMeTAD and Au. In the second type of PSCs, a 10 nm MoOx layer was evaporated on fresh spiro-

OMeTAD before Au deposition. In the third type of PSCs, spiro-OMeTAD films were preheated 

at 85 °C for 312 hours to reduce residual tBP prior to Au deposition. In the fourth type of PSCs, 

spiro-OMeTAD films were preheated at 85 °C for 312 hours and subsequently a 10 nm MoOx 

layer and Au were deposited.  

As shown in Figure 4 (a), after being stressed at 85 °C for 1032 hours, the average PCE of the 

reference spiro-OMeTAD/Au PSCs significantly decreased from 15.4 % to 3.3%, with only 22% 

relative efficiency remaining. The POM image in Figure 4 (b) indicates the spiro-OMeTAD films 

crystallized. Top-view and cross-section SEM images in Figure 4 (b1 and b2) reveal empty 

trenches of several micrometers appeared at the area of capped spiro-OMeTAD. In contrast, the 

average PCE of spiro-OMeTAD/MoOx/Au PSCs reduced from 15.5% - 15.7% to 8.9% - 9.2 %, 

retaining 57% - 60% relative PCE after the same stressing condition. The top-view POM image in 

Figure 4 (c) indicates the spiro-OMeTAD film remained amorphous. The top-view SEM image of 

the previously capped area in Figure 4 (c1) shows the spiro-OMeTAD film is closed. The cross-

section SEM image of the capped area in Figure 4 (c2) reveals that there are voids with diameter 
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up to 80 nm present in the spiro-OMeTAD film. As suggested by Jena et al.13, these voids can be 

the results of gaseous component produced and physically trapped in the space under the capping 

layer. Comparing spiro-OMeTAD/Au and spiro-OMeTAD/MoOx/Au PSCs, it is clear that by 

changing the material in contact with spiro-OMeTAD from Au to MoOx, the spiro-OMeTAD 

crystallization is prevented, leading to better PSC thermal stability. According to the discussion in 

section 2.3, the Au capping layer facilitates spiro-OMeTAD crystallization via preventing tBP 

evaporation due to its capping effect and its capability to adsorb tBP. Spiro-OMeTAD remains 

capped if an extra MoOx layer is applied. Thus, we speculate MoOx prevents tBP from adsorbing 

on the capping layer.  
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Figure 4. (a) PCE evolvement of four types of PSCs that were stressed at 85 °C in dark in nitrogen 

environment. Each data point represents mean value of 12 PSCs on one substrate and the error 

bars indicate the standard deviation. (b, b1, b2), (c, c1, c2), (d, d1, d2) and (e, e1, e2) are related 

to spiro-OMeTAD/Au, spiro-OMeTAD/MoOx/Au, preheated Spiro-OMeTAD/Au and preheated 
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spiro-OMeTAD/MoOx/Au PSCs, respectively. (b, c, d, e) Top-view POM images of the PSCs, 

where the dashed regions indicate the areas previously capped. (b1, c1, d1, e1) Top-view SEM 

images of the stressed spiro-OMeTAD film that were originally capped. (b2, c2, d2, e2) Cross-

section SEM image of the stressed PSCs. 

In the third type of PSCs, after preheating the stack ITO/SnO2/PCBM/perovskite/spiro-

OMeTAD at 85 °C for 312 hours, Au was evaporated on top of the preheated spiro-OMeTAD.  As 

can be seen in Figure 4(a), the resultant preheated spiro-OMeTAD/Au PSCs show average PCE 

between 13.4% and 14.6%. After further thermal stress at 85 °C for 720 hours, the average PCE 

of preheated Spiro-OMeTAD/Au PSCs became 10.9% - 11.3%, retaining 75% - 85% relative PCE. 

The top-view POM image in Figure 4 (d) indicates the spiro-OMeTAD film remained amorphous 

after the total 1032-hour stressing. Both the top-view SEM image of the previously capped area 

and the cross-section SEM image of the capped area in Figure 4 (d1 and d2) reveal there are a few 

voids up to 0.7 µm in the spiro-OMeTAD film. Considering the results shown in Figure 1 (c-c4), 

we can deduce that during the first 312-hour thermal stressing, the bare spiro-OMeTAD film 

remains closed and smooth. The appearance of these voids should be caused by the Au capping 

layer deposited after the 312-hour stressing. As discussed before, these voids could be generated 

due to escape of tBP that adsorbed on Au. Despite these voids, these PSCs still retain relatively 

good performance compared to spiro-OMeTAD/Au and spiro-OMeTAD/MoOx/Au PSCs. As 

shown in Figure 4 (a), in the fourth type of PSCs, after preheating 

ITO/SnO2/PCBM/perovskite/spiro-OMeTAD stack at 85 °C for 312 hours, the completed 

preheated spiro-OMeTAD/MoOx/Au PSCs show average PCE between 13.6% - 15.0%. With 

further stressing for 720 hours, the PCE became 10.4% - 10.7%, retaining 71% - 76% relative 

PCE. The top-view POM image in Figure 4 (d) indicates the spiro-OMeTAD film remained 
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amorphous after the total 1032-hour thermal stressing. The top-view SEM image of the previously 

capped area in Figure 4 (e1) reveals the spiro-OMeTAD film remained a close layer. The cross-

section SEM image of the capped area in Figure 4 (e2) shows the spiro-OMeTAD film does not 

have significantly visible voids as those in the other three types of PSCs.  

Comparing all four types of PSCs, we can conclude the three strategies are all effective in 

preventing spiro-OMeTAD crystallization, thus improving the PSC thermal stability. It is 

noticeable that PSCs containing preheated spiro-OMeTAD have lower initial PCEs, mainly due to 

lower FF (see Figure S5). Figure S8 shows the FF and Rs obtained from the initial JV curves of 

all four types of PSCs. It can be clearly seen the preheated devices have lower FF and higher Rs. 

The study from Kasparavicius et al.35 proves the oxidized spiro-OMeTAD, i.e. spiro-

OMeTAD[TFSI]x where x = 1 or 2, is fast reduced under thermal stress. Thus, in the preheated 

devices, as the reduction reaction carries on, the hole transporting capability and conductivity of 

spiro-OMeTAD film will accordingly decrease, leading to higher Rs thus lower FF and PCE. 

Despite of slightly lower initial PCE, the preheating strategy proves to be more effective than 

simply isolating spiro-OMeTAD from Au since the average PCE of preheated spiro-OMeTAD/Au 

PSCs and preheated spiro-OMeTAD/MoOx/Au PSCs at 1032 hour are higher than that of spiro-

OMeTAD/MoOx/Au PSCs. This implies the PSC thermal stability could further improve through 

careful optimizing the preheating condition. From a morphology point of view, the combination 

of preheating spiro-OMeTAD and applying a MoOx interlayer is the most effective strategy to 

stabilize the morphology of spiro-OMeTAD. We infer for longer term thermal stressing, this 

combined strategy will lead to better stability compared to the other strategies.  

It can be noticed there is still a relative 15%-30% PCE drop for the PSCs with best thermal 

stability. We deem the still existing 15%-30% PCE drop lies on the chemical instability of oxidized 
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spiro-OMeTAD. The study from Kasparavicius et al. 35 shows the oxidized spiro-OMeTAD, i.e. 

spiro-OMeTAD[TFSI]x where x = 1 or 2, is able to stay oxidized at room temperature for as long 

as 70 days. However, when subjecting to high temperature, which is 100 °C in their study, spiro-

OMeTAD [TFSI]x is rapidly reduced. Spiro-OMeTAD [TFSI]x is the p-dopant in spiro-OMeTAD 

molecule matrix. In our experiment, during the 85 °C stressing of PSCs, the hole transporting 

capability and conductivity of spiro-OMeTAD film would decrease due to spiro-OMeTAD 

[TFSI]x reduction, thus lowering the PCE. According to Kasparavicius et al. 35, encapsulating the 

spiro-OMeTAD film is able to slow down the reduction reaction, however, not able to fully prevent 

it. Therefore, it appears the chemical state of spiro-OMeTAD [TFSI]x is intrinsically instable at 

high temperature. To solve this chemical instability issue, developing new oxidants for spiro-

OMeTAD could be an effective route.  

3. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we have shown that the presence of tBP and Au capping layer are both the 

necessary elements that promote spiro-OMeTAD crystallization, increasing series resistance of 

PSCs and thus leading to PCE degradation. tBP plays the main role in promoting spiro-OMeTAD 

film crystallization by reducing its Tg, while Au capping layer prevents tBP evaporation due to its 

capping effect and possibly also its capability to adsorb tBP. According to our hypothesis, we 

demonstrated three strategies to stabilize the amorphous phase of spiro-OMeTAD film, i.e., 

preheating spiro-OMeTAD films, isolating spiro-OMeTAD from Au with MoOx layer and the 

combination of these two. Consequently, the thermal stability of the PSCs applying these three 

strategies is significantly improved. We infer the combined strategy with further optimized 

preheating condition will lead to even better PSCs thermal stability, providing a facile route to 

achieve highly efficient and thermally stable spiro-OMeTAD containing PSCs.  
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4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

4.1 Materials and experimental details 

4.1.1 Materials 

Table 1. Materials used in this work and their corresponding supplying companies. 

Materials Company 

Tin oxide (SnO2) nanoparticles, 15wt% Alfa Aesar 

PCBM Nano-c 

Lead Iodide (PbI2) TCI 

Formamidinium iodide (FAI) Greatcellsolar Materials 

Formamidinium bromide (FABr) Greatcellsolar Materials 

Cesium iodide (CsI) abcr 

N, N-Dimethylformamide anhydrous, 99.8% (DMF) Sigma-Aldrich 

Dimethyl sulfoxide anhydrous, ≥ 99.9% (DMSO) Sigma-Aldrich 

tert-butylpyridine (tBP) Sigma-Aldrich 

Acetonitrile Sigma-Aldrich 

Lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (Li-TFSI) Sigma-Aldrich 

2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis (N, N-di-p-methoxyphenyl-amine)9,9’-

spirobifluorene (Spiro-OMeTAD) 
Lumtec 

 

4.1.2 Spiro-OMeTAD solution preparation 

a) Spiro-OMeTAD solution: Dissolve 80 mg spiro-OMeTAD in 1 ml chlorobenzene.  

b) Spiro-OMeTAD with Li-TFSI: Mix 1 ml of spiro-OMeTAD solution (80 mg/ml in 

chlorobenzene) with 17.5 µL Li-TFSI solution (520 mg/ml in acetonitrile).  
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c) Spiro-OMeTAD with both Li-TFSI and tBP, where the molar ratio between tBP and Li-TFSI 

is 7.2: Mix 1 ml of spiro-OMeTAD solution (80 mg/ml in chlorobenzene) with 17.5 µL Li-

TFSI solution (520 mg/ml in acetonitrile) and 28.5 µL 4-tert-butylpyridine. 

d) Spiro-OMeTAD with both Li-TFSI and tBP, where the molar ratio between tBP and Li-TFSI 

is 14.4: Mix 1 ml of spiro-OMeTAD solution (80 mg/ml in chlorobenzene) with 17.5 µL Li-

TFSI solution (520 mg/ml in acetonitrile) and 57 µL 4-tert-butylpyridine. 

 

4.1.3 Device fabrication 

The ITO coated glass substrates were subsequently cleaned for 5 minutes in ultrasonic bath of 

detergent, deionized water, acetone, and isopropanol. The cleaned substrates were treated with 

UV-Ozone for 15 min. One part of 15 wt.% SnO2 nanoparticle solution was diluted by 5 parts of 

deionized water. The resulting 2.5 wt.% solution was spin coated onto the glass/ITO substrate at 

2800 rpm for 60 s. Then 10 mg/ml PCBM in chlorobenzene was spin coated at 2000 rpm for 30 s 

and annealed at 100 °C for 20 min. The perovskite solution was prepared and deposited using the 

method described in our previous work36. Then, the spiro-OMeTAD solution was dynamically 

spin-coated onto the perovskite films at 2000 rpm for 60 s. The perovskite films coated with Spiro-

OMeTAD were exposed to air with 20% RH overnight to facilitate oxidization of spiro-OMeTAD. 

In devices with MoOx, 10 nm MoOx was thermally evaporated in vacuum. Eventually the devices 

were completed by thermal evaporation of 80 nm thick Au in vacuum through shadow masks. 

While measuring the cells, illumination masks are applied, defining active area of 0.08 cm2. 

 

4.1.4 Removal of Au (and MoOx) layer and spiro-OMeTAD layer  
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The Au (and MoOx) layer was removed using scotch tapes. When Au was not visible on top of 

spiro-OMeTAD anymore, the spiro-OMeTAD layer was removed by spin coating 300 µl 

chlorobenzene on it at 2000 rpm for 60 s.  

 

4.2 Characterization  

4.2.1 Thermal stability measurement  

PSCs were placed on a hotplate at 85 °C in a nitrogen filled glovebox in dark environment. JV 

measurements were performed in a nitrogen filled glovebox after the PSCs were cooled to room 

temperature using a Keithley 2602A source-measure unit and an Abet solar simulator with 

simulated AM1.5G illumination (Abet Sun 2000). The light irradiance was calibrated by a KG5 

band pass equipped with ISE Fraunhofer certified Si photodiode. The devices were measured from 

-0.2 V to 1.2 V with a scan speed of 1 V/s. 3 rounds of JV measurement were performed with 

interval of 1 min. The second-round measurement was used for plotting and analysis.  

 

4.2.2 Polarized optical microscopic imaging 

Polarized optical microscopic images were obtained from Olympus AX70 microscope.  

 

4.2.3 Scanning electron microscopic imaging  

Scanning electron microscopic images were obtained from FEI Nova 200 scanning electron 

microscope.  

 

4.2.4 Atomic force microscopic imaging  
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Atomic force microscopic imaging performed using Bruker Multimode 8 AFM (Santa Clara, 

CA, USA) with a Nanoscope V controller. Peak-Force Quantum Nano-Mechanics (PF-QNM) 

analytic technique was used to obtain topographical and qualitative mechanical data of spiro-

OMeTAD layer. Probe used is TAP150A, Bruker. 

 

4.3 Analysis and simulation method  

4.3.1. Calculation of series resistance  

𝑅𝑠 =  
𝜕𝑉

𝜕𝐽
│

 
 

𝑉 = 𝑉𝑂𝐶

                                                            (1) 

4.3.2 Numerical simulation 

    The numerical simulation is performed with software SCAPS developed at ELIS, University 

of Gent36. 
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